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speaker

subjectaudience

who is the speaker/author?
What role do they play (persona) 
if any?

The listener, 
viewer, or reader of 
the text; consider 
values they hold or 
biases they may 
have; are they 
friendly, hostile, or 
neutral? Topic addressed. 
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ETHOS: builds the author’s credibility
Mentioning the  author’s qualifications/credentials, providing expert 
testimony, and establishing shared values/experiences  are ways to build 
ethos. 

PATHOS: seeks to evoke an emotional response in the reader  
Emotions can be anything from sympathy and anger to fear and hope.

LOGOS: appeals to the reader’s logical side 
Author may provide specific evidence or data to develop this in their 
argument



Examples of Telling Examples of Showing
Providing a laundry list of terms - 
throwing them at the reader

Demonstrating an understanding of how the terms are 
used and the effects they have on the text

“The writer uses pathos” “the author appeals to the emotions of the audience as 
he…”
“the author makes the audience fear the consequences, 
and so sways their opinion when she …”

“ The writer appeals to logos” “the writer uses a carefully-reasoned cause and effect 
  argument that shows that X leads to Y”
“the writer offers many examples in paragraph three to 
support her point that …” or “the writer reaches a logical 
conclusion that …”

“The writer uses ethos” “ the writer establishes his authority by …”
“ the writer makes himself sympathetic to the audience 
by …”



Ask yourself: How do the rhetorical 
strategies you’ve noticed help the author 
achieve his/her purpose?

Offer suggestions as to why he/she may have 
used them.

Look for ways to group/organize your ideas
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TECHNICAL COMMAND of LANGUAGE

● Transitions:  effective transitions increases fluency and coherence of your 
paper. Transition words are great, but sentence structure can serve this 
purpose as well (think the DC, IC structure we’ve discussed in class).

● Sentence Structure: vary your sentence structure and be sure that 
punctuation is correct. Look out for comma splices. 

● Conventions of Formal Writing: third person only in ANALYSIS essay. 
NO FIRST PERSON!

● Grammar: Look for parallel structure, subject-verb and pronoun 
agreement, and/or dangling or misplaced modifiers. Do your best to not 
end a sentence with a preposition.

● Word Choice: is clear, effective, and precise. Get rid of trite or colloquial 
language. Avoid words such as “ got” or “ a lot”. Don’t overuse the word 
“shows”. Avoid passive voice. Avoid absolute superlatives (all, none, 
always, etc.)  

Btw- the words “quote” and “quotes” are forbidden - Just. Don’t. Do. It.


